What problems does Dora face when she starts high school?

How does Dora use her knowledge of the jungle to save her new friends? Give 2 examples.

At the beginning of the film, Dora’s parents explain that they are explorers, not treasure hunters. What is the difference between the two?
### Making the film...

**Dora and the Lost City of Gold** is a live action adaptation of the popular children’s TV show, *Dora the Explorer*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

How did the costume designers use the show to influence the costumes in the film?

What elements of the original show can be seen in the film?

How does the film joke about these elements? Pick 2 things from the show that the film manages to joke about and explain why they are funny.

What can be tricky about turning a popular TV show into a film?
Inspired by the film...

The film is filled with special details to make the audience believe that Dora is an explorer in a dangerous jungle. To help create convincing characters and sets, filmmakers use props.

Today you are going to become a prop designer!

Dora would be lost without her special map. You are going to create a realistic looking map that you think would wow a cinema audience.

Your map must include - locations from the film, the location of Parapata (the Lost City of Gold) and warn Dora of any dangers! Remember to decorate your map and try to make it look old and worn so that it looks authentic!